Top finish...
Beyond traditional
coated abrasives
Nastroflex has always innovated to improve performance in the
abrasives finishing process of any surface. Today, we offer an
additional line of unique products that we believe will set the
standard in finishing for the future.
These products are manufactured with the most advanced
technology in order to use very fine grits (up to grit P5000)
and innovative structured patterns with the aim to increase the
lifespan of the abrasives tools while maintaining an absolute
constant finish. Each product is designed to ensure the
smoothest surface for a specific material (lacquers, paints,
stainless steel, aluminum, titanium, brass, cobalt-chrome alloy)
in the manufacture of such products as high-gloss furniture,
automotive paint and yachts, water faucets, food and medical
processes, surgical artificial joints and tablet frames.

ALTAC X6 and J6
Structured A/O semi-sphere pattern, suitable as belts for
intermediate and final refining on steel and stainless steel before
polishing, or chrome-plated process in interior decoration.
Long lasting and scratch-free product for dry or wet sanding on
automatic pressure-controlled sanding machines. Available in
J, X and X-waterproof cloth backing, grit P400 – P1000 (FEPA).

H120 A

Structured A/O small semi-sphere
pattern, suitable as sheets for final
finishing on stainless steel and
aluminum. Available in film backing for
profiled surfaces, grits M3, M5, M16
(micron).
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V150AC

Structured A/O bar pattern, suitable as belts for final refinishing
on stainless steel and Co-Cr alloy on artificial joints where
constant roughness (Ra and Rz) and lifespan are critical.
Available in J cloth backing for curved and rounded surfaces,
grits M16, M100 (micron).

V520 AC

Structured S/C semi-sphere pattern,
suitable as belts for final finishing on
brass water faucets. Available in cloth
backing for profiled surfaces, grits
P600 and P800.
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M135 H

Structured A/O dot pattern on film,
suitable as PSA discs for paint spots
removal after polishing. Available in
PSA film backing, grits P2500, P3000.

S33 SF

Texturized foam A/O coated, suitable as velsystem discs for
final sanding on paints and clear coats for automotive paint,
boats, and furniture. Available in foam velsystem backing, grits
P500 – P5000.
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J2A-H

A/O resin abrasive cloth with a special grain pattern to
considerably reduce the clogging. Designed to sand soft paints,
such as PUR and PES coatings, on profiled edges and frames.
Available in J backing cloth, grits P180, P240, P280, P320, P400.

Lonbrade L312T/AS
When it came out many years ago it set a new standard of
quality performance in the industry, and today it still continues
to be the highest quality abrasive film. Fine and micro-fine
coated A/O with special no-clogging wax filler, suitable as
discs, sheets and long belts for sanding and finishing on
lacquers, paints, solid acrylic casting on automotive paint and
boats, furniture, and interior furnishing. Available in PET film
backing, grit P40 – P2000.
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